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A B S T R A C T 

In the Solar system, short-lived radioisotopes, such as 26 Al, played a crucial role during the formation of planetary bodies by 

providing a significant additional source of heat. Notably, this led to early and large-scale melting and iron core formation in 

planetesimals and their loss of volatile elements, such as hydrogen and carbon. In the context of exoplanetary systems therefore 
the pre v alence of short-li v ed radioisotopes is ke y to interpreting the observ ed b ulk v olatile b udget and atmospheric diversity 

among low-mass exoplanets. White dwarfs that have accreted planetary material provide a unique means to infer the frequency 

of iron core formation in extrasolar planetesimals, and hence the ubiquity of planetary systems forming with high short-lived 

radioisotope abundances. Here, we devise a quantitative method to infer the fraction of planetary systems enriched with short- 
lived radionuclides upon planetesimal formation from white dwarf data. We argue that the current evidence from white dwarfs 
point towards a significant fraction of exoplanetesimals having formed an iron core. Although the data may be explained by 

the accretion of exomoon or Pluto-sized bodies that were able to differentiate due to gravitational potential energy release, our 
results suggest that the most likely explanation for the pre v alence of dif ferentiated material among polluted white dwarfs is 
that the Solar system is not unusual in being enriched in 

26 Al. The models presented here suggest a ubiquitous pathway for 
the enrichment of exoplanetary systems by short-lived radioisotopes, disfa v ouring short-lived radioisotope enrichment scenarios 
relying on statistically rare chance encounters with single nearby supernovae, Wolf–Rayet, or AGB stars. 

Key words: astrobiology – planets and satellites: atmospheres – planets and satellites: composition – planets and satellites: 
formation – planetary systems – white dwarfs. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

hort-li ved radioacti ve isotopes have dual importance in planetary 
cience. In the Solar system, short-lived radioisotopes are powerful 
hronometers dating the timing of physical and chemical processes 
uring planetary formation (Gail et al. 2014 ). In particular, 26 Al, 
hich has a half-life of 7.17 × 10 5 yr (Norris et al. 1983 ; Wu
 Browne 1997 ), is widely used to date various extraterrestrial 
aterials relative to the formation of calcium, aluminium-rich 

nclusions (CAIs), the earliest dated solids that formed during the 
ormation of the proto-Sun (Davis et al. 2014 ). Ho we ver, short-
ived radioisotopes are not only passive geochronometers, they play 
n active role in planet formation processes through the heat they 
elease on decay. 26 Al is a powerful heat source for planetary 
bjects that are formed within a few half-lives after CAIs, which 
xplains early core-mantle differentiation in the small parent bodies 
f meteorites (planetesimals) ∼0.1–0.3 Myr after CAIs (Scherst ́en 
t al. 2006 ). This internal heating and resulting geophysical and 
eochemical evolution may also be responsible for the chronological 
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plit in core ages and aqueous alteration between inner and outer
olar system planetesimals (Lichtenberg et al. 2021 ), degassing of 
ighly and moderately volatile species (Gilmour & Middleton 2009 ; 
ossi et al. 2019 ; Wang, Lineweaver & Ireland 2019 ; Hirschmann
t al. 2021 ), and vaporization of rock-forming elements (Young et al.
019 ; Benedikt et al. 2020 ) from accreting planetesimals. The key
uestion we address in this manuscript is whether such short-lived 
adioisotope-driven thermal processing has also been common in 
xoplanetary systems. 

Within the Solar system, the presence of short-lived radioactive 
sotopes, particularly 26 Al, led to the e xtensiv e thermal processing of
 ven relati vely small asteroids ( � 10 km; Hev e y & Sanders 2006 ) that
ormed within the first few Myr after CAIs. Melting of small bodies
an only occur with heat from short-lived radioisotopes: whilst the 
elease of gravitational potential energy during the formation of large 
lanetary bodies ( � 1500 km) can drive large-scale melting on its own
Elkins-Tanton 2012 ), the heating of small asteroids by potential 
nergy release is insignificant. The ability for small planetesimals to 
elt early during the planet formation era is particularly important 

or the eventual composition of Earth to super-Earth mass planets, 
ssuming they grow by planetesimal accretion. Small bodies do not 
ave strong enough gravity to retain outgassed volatiles, so their 
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elting drives volatile species, such as water and carbon dioxide,
ut of the building blocks of planets. Abundant 26 Al during rocky
lanet formation may therefore alter the chemical bulk abundances of
olatile and atmophile elements across extrasolar planetary systems
y orders of magnitude (Adams 2021 ; Lichtenberg & Krijt 2021 ), and
herefore influence their long-term climate and surface conditions
Massol et al. 2016 ; Lammer et al. 2018 ). Exoplanet observations
n the 2020s will have the potential to probe the atmospheres and
limates of select exoplanets on short-period orbits. To understand
he history of these planets’ atmospheres will require independent
onstraints on the importance of short-lived radioisotope heating
uring planet formation throughout the Galaxy (Wordsworth &
reidberg 2021 ; Lichtenberg et al. 2022 ). 
While the ele v ated abundance of 26 Al in the forming Solar system

s established, its precise origin is debated. Two observations pose
 challenge to understanding the Solar system’s initial inventory
f 26 Al: its half-life (7.17 × 10 5 yr) is short relative to typical
ixing time-scales between the interstellar medium (ISM) and giant
olecular clouds (GMCs), from which stars form ( ∼100 Myr; de
villez & Low 2002 ); and, the initial Solar system enrichment is
3–25 times that of the Galactic mean (Lugaro, Ott & Kereszturi

018 ). Together these observations rule out the unmodified ISM as
 source of the Solar system’s 26 Al (Meyer & Clayton 2000 ; C ̂ ot ́e
t al. 2019 ). Instead, a more local origin of 26 Al is required (Nittler
 Ciesla 2016 ). 26 Al can be produced in both supernovae and the
inds of massive stars (Lugaro et al. 2018 ), and models of delivery

ither rely upon a close encounter with such an event or sufficient
ixing in the star-forming region (Parker 2020 ). The former implies

hat the Solar system is relatively rare, � 1%, while the latter implies
hat it is more common ∼ 25%. In the former case, the chemical
bundances in atmophile and moderately volatile elements in the
errestrial planets would be interpreted a chance event and highly
olatile-rich exoplanets may be the norm across the Galaxy. In the
atter case, the distribution between volatile-rich ‘ocean’ worlds and
rier, terrestrial-like planets may be statistically traceable across the
xoplanet population with near-future transit surveys (Lichtenberg
t al. 2019 ). 

The melting history of planetary building blocks can also be
ested more directly from white dwarf observations. White dwarfs
hat have accreted planetary material provide a unique means to
ssess whether or not small planetary bodies underwent the large-
cale melting necessary to form an iron core. White dwarfs are the
aint remnants of most planet-hosting stars and provide an ideal
aboratory for studying the geology of exoplanetary bodies. Accreted
lanetary material shows up in the atmospheres of 30-50 per cent of
hite dwarfs (Zuckerman et al. 2010 ; Koester, G ̈ansicke & Farihi
014 ). The otherwise clean spectra show metallic features from the
ccreted material that sink out of sight on time-scales of days (hot,
0 000 K DAs) to millions of years (cool, 6000 K DZs). High (low)
e abundances suggest that some white dwarfs have accreted a core-
ich (mantle-rich) fragment of a larger planetary body (e.g. Melis
t al. 2011 ; G ̈ansicke et al. 2012 ; Wilson et al. 2015 ). 

The white dwarf observations have the unique ability to probe
he pre v alence of core–mantle dif ferentiation across exoplanetary
ystems (Bonsor et al. 2020 ). In the Solar system, short-lived
adioisotopes are a key source of energy to fuel core–mantle differ-
ntiation. It is, ho we ver, not clear ho w common it is for exoplanetary
ystems to have a significant budget of short-lived radioisotopes.
n this work, we describe a method to link short-lived radioisotope
nrichment to the level of core–mantle differentiation in planetary
ystems, as measured through white dwarfs. Thus, the observations
f core–mantle differentiation observed in white dwarfs can be used
NRAS 515, 395–406 (2022) 
o probe the frequency of short-lived radioisotope enrichment across
he Galaxy, as suggested by Jura & Young ( 2014 ). 

Since the white dwarfs simply probe planetesimal heating, they
re agnostic as to the particular short-lived radioisotope causing
ifferentiation. In the Solar system, 26 Al was the most significant,
ence our focus on it and its e xtensiv e study in the literature. In
rinciple, ho we ver, our work also applies to 60 Fe which can act as a
ajor heat source if present in sufficient quantities. 
Section 2 describes our analytical framework and key assumptions,

nd Section 3 applies the model to current observations to deduce the
re v alence of short-lived radioisotopes across exoplanetary systems.
ection 4 discusses how robust our conclusions are and their

mplications for the field in light of observational uncertainties.
ection 5 summarizes our conclusions. 

 A N  A NA LY T I C A L  M O D E L  F O R  T H E  

REQUENCY  O F  ( I RO N)  C O R E  F O R M AT I O N  

C RO SS  E X O P L A N E TA RY  SYSTEMS  

.1 Model outline 

he aim of this paper is to construct a model that links the probability
f enrichment by short-lived radioisotopes to the fraction of planetary
odies, for e xample e xo-asteroids in a planetesimal belt, that form
n iron core. Observations of core- or mantle-rich material in the
tmospheres of white dwarfs shed light on the fraction of planetary
odies that form an iron core. Ho we ver, the white dwarfs sample this
raction averaged across all exoplanetary systems, which we denote
 mean . 

We show an outline of our model schematically in Fig. 1 , and it is
xplained in more detail in the following sections. 

We start by considering the fraction of bodies in an individual
ystem that form an iron core. This function, f ( x , n , t ), depends upon
i) the level of short-lived radioisotope enrichment in that planetary
ystem, x , which provides a heating source for large-scale melting and
ore formation, (ii) the size distribution of the planetary bodies, n ( R ),
s the largest may form iron cores without the need for short-lived
adioisotopes (Section 2.2.2 ), and (iii) the distribution of times for
lanetesimal formation, t , after short-lived radioisotope enrichment
f the system. 
In each individual planetary system both early-formed, and thus

ufficiently 26 Al-enriched, planetary bodies and the largest planetary
odies, where gravitational potential energy alone provides sufficient
eating to lead to large-scale melting, can contribute to iron core
ormation. Planetary bodies that form too late and are too small will
ot form iron cores. For simplicity, we here consider a single epoch
f (averaged) planetesimal formation time per system but note that
his may not reflect how planetesimal formation occurs in nature. 

The function we use is a step function as shown in Fig. 1 (a), where
n systems abo v e a critical short-lived radioisotope enrichment level,
 crit , all bodies are differentiated, and in those below x crit only the
argest bodies are. We justify this further in Section 2.2.2 . 

In order to find the mean fraction of bodies that have differentiated
lso requires knowing the proportion of systems that are enriched in
hort-lived radioisotopes. We consider this a function, P ( x , n , t ): the
robability that a system has enrichment x , size distribution n , and
lanetesimals forming with average formation time t , although we
ill show in Section 2.3 that the exact form is not important. An

xample function is shown in Fig. 1 (b). 
Therefore, the mean fraction of planetary bodies that are differen-

iated, f mean , is simply given by the weighted average over all possible
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1. Schematic showing the steps in our model for linking the observed 
fraction of bodies that are differentiated in systems to the probability of a 
system being enriched with short-lived radioisotopes. This is a graphical 
representation of equation ( 2 ). Panel (a) shows the fraction of planetary 
bodies in a system that are differentiated as a function of how enriched the 
system is in short-lived radioisotopes. In our model all planetary bodies are 
enriched in systems with x > x crit (Section 2.2.2 ), although this is a function 
of formation time. To find the distribution across all systems (Panel c) this 
must be multiplied by the enrichment probability, which is shown in Panel 
(b). F or illustrativ e purposes this is a normal distrib ution, b ut need not be in 
reality, and will depend on the dominant enrichment mechanism. The result 
of this model is that two populations are produced in Panel (c), with a high and 
lo w dif ferentiation fraction, for enriched and non-enriched systems. Colours 
in Panel (c) correspond to the labels in the earlier panels, showing how results 
change for changing parameters. An increase in formation time, t form 

, has the 
same effect as lowering the chance of enrichment so both labels are the same 
colour. In order to find the observable mean fraction of differentiated bodies, 
the mean of the populations is taken (equation 11 ). 

e

f

Table 1. A list of definitions of parameters used in our model. 

Parameter Definition 

x Short-lived radioisotope enrichment level in a system, at 
some early time following enrichment, t 0 

t Average formation time, measured relative to t 0 
R Planet/planetesimal radius 
n ( R ) Size distribution in a given planetary system – the 

number of bodies with radius between R and R + d R 

P ( x ) Probability of a system having short-lived radioisotope 
enrichment between x and x + d x . 

f ( x , n , t ) Fraction of bodies that have iron cores in a system with 
short-lived radioisotope enrichment x , size distribution 
n , and average formation time t 

f mean Mean fraction of bodies that form iron cores across all 
systems that can pollute white dwarfs. Equi v alently, the 
fraction of the total number of bodies that can pollute 
white dwarfs that are core-mantle differentiated 

R acc Radius abo v e which bodies form an iron core due to 
energy released during accretion 

R SLR ( x , t ) Radius abo v e which bodies form an iron core due to 
energy released by short-lived radioisotopes 

τSLR Mean lifetime of the rele v ant short-li ved radioisotope, 
generally 26 Al, which has τ 26Al = 1.03 Myr 

x crit Critical short-lived radioisotope enrichment level, above 
which core formation occurs 

x crit ( t ) The initial short-lived radioisotope enrichment level, at t 
= t 0 , abo v e which planets will form iron cores if formed 
at time t . x crit ( t) = x crit e 

t/τSLR 

P e ( t ) Probability of having short-lived radioisotope 
enrichment abo v e the critical lev el at formation time t 

f ne Fraction of bodies that are core-mantle differentiated in 
systems with short-lived radioisotope enrichment lower 
than the critical value 

q Size distribution index, n ( R ) ∝ R 

−q 

R min/max The minimum/maximum formation radii of bodies that 
go on to pollute white dwarfs 
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nrichment levels, formation times, and size distributions, 

 mean = 

∫ 
x 

∫ 
n 

∫ 
t 

P ( x, n, t) f ( x, n, t) d x d n d t . (1) 
e note here that the average loses some information. Our model
redicts two populations, as demonstrated in panel (c), one with high
ractions of differentiation, due to having been enriched with SLRs
nd a lower population that was not enriched but the mean necessarily
v erages o v er this. 

For the purposes of this work, we assume that the formation time
nd size distribution in a system is independent of the enrichment
evel in a given system and does not vary between systems. The limits
nd shortcomings of these assumptions are discussed in Section 4 .
s a result of these assumptions, equation ( 1 ) simplifies to 

 mean = 

∫ ∞ 

x= 0 
P ( x ) f ( x , n, t) d x, (2) 

here n and t are now a representative size distributions and time
f formation, and P ( x ) is the probability that an individual planetary
ystems is enriched up to a level x . In the following section, we
iscuss the form of f ( x , n , t ). A guide to our notation can be found in
able 1 . 

.2 Fraction of differentiated planetesimals 

f planetary bodies are to form an iron core, they must undergo a
hase of large-scale melting. This melting leads to the differentiation 
f the planetary body. The heating can be powered by two potential
ources: (i) potential energy released during accretion and (ii) energy 
eleased during radioactive decay of short-lived radioisotopes. Both 
f these mechanisms depend on the radius that the bodies grow to
MNRAS 515, 395–406 (2022) 
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M

Figure 2. The fraction of planetesimals that melt sufficiently for metal (Fe) 
and silicates to se gre gate from one another and form an iron core, as a function 
of the planetesimal size and level of 26 Al enrichment x (Lichtenberg et al. 
2021 ). All bodies in the top right-hand corner ( � 10 km in radius and � 0.38 
26 Al/ 26 Al �) will form an iron core. Enrichment is measured relative to the 
Solar system value at the formation of CAIs (Ca, Al-rich inclusions), the 
earliest known solids: ( 26 Al/ 27 Al) CAI = 5.25 × 10 −5 (Kita et al. 2013 ). The 
top axis shows the time after CAI formation which corresponds to a given 
enrichment level. 
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uring accretion and hence the number of bodies in a system that are
ifferentiated will depend on the initial size distribution of bodies in
hat system. 

The first heating mechanism in our model depends solely upon the
ize, with only the largest planetary bodies having sufficient gravita-
ional potential energy to melt. Therefore, this can be represented by
 cut-off size, R acc , where all bodies larger than R acc are core–mantle
if ferentiated. This cut-of f radius is of order 1000 km, as discussed
n the next section. 

The second threshold depends on both the amount of radionuclide
eating and the size of the planetary bodies, with the smallest bodies
ontaining insufficient 26 Al to fuel core–mantle differentiation. This
ime the cut-off size, R SLR ( x , t ), is much smaller ( ∼10s km; see
ection 2.2.2 and Fig. 2 ) and depends critically on the initial level
f enrichment, and time of formation. These two mechanisms for
ifferentiation are explained below in greater detail. 

.2.1 Minimum radius for differentiation due to release of 
ravitational potential energy 

hen planets form, the material must lose gravitational energy and
his must be released and either heat up the planet or be radiated
way. The minimum size for which there is sufficient accretional
nergy to lead to large-scale melting can be estimated by considering
he available gravitational potential energy. Following Elkins-Tanton
 2012 , section 3.2), assuming a constant density, this energy is 

 g = −4 π

5 
MρGR 

2 , (3) 

here M is the mass of the planetesimals, ρ its density, and R its
adius. The temperature of the body increases as 

T = 

E g 

MC P 

, (4) 
NRAS 515, 395–406 (2022) 
here C P is the specific heat capacity. Combined with equation ( 3 ),
he minimum size at which a temperature rise of �T melt occurs is
iven by 

 acc = 

√ 

5 

4 π

C P �T melt 

ρG 

. (5) 

sing conserv ati ve v alues of ρ = 4000 kg m 

−3 , C P =
000 J kg −1 K 

−1 
(Solomatov 2007 ), and a temperature to

llo w suf ficient melting of ∼ 1600 K (Lesher & Spera 2015 ,
eridotite liquidus) give a radius of R acc ∼ 1500 km . Thus, all
lanetary bodies larger than ∼1500 km are assumed to form an iron
ore. 

As a caveat, we note here that this picture is potentially over
implistic. In reality this energy is deposited as planets grow,
hich is a stochastic process (Elkins-Tanton 2012 ). It is also non-
omogeneous, as giant impacts and secondary accretion will melt
rom the surface inwards. To accurately model this process one needs
o consider the combination of thermal evolution and accretion time-
cales (e.g. Šr ́amek et al. 2012 ; Sturtz et al. 2022 ), since the planet
an cool between impacts or growth from pebbles. On the other hand
e neglect the extra energy released by core formation itself, where
enser material sinks deeper into the potential well, meaning once a
ertain amount of melting is generated it may be easier to entirely
ifferentiate (Monteux et al. 2009 ). Ov erall, howev er, we consider
ur value as a lower estimate, due to the cooling of planets. 

.2.2 Minimum radius for differentiation due to short-lived 
adioisotopes 

 or a giv en lev el of enrichment in short-liv ed radioisotopes, planetary
odies below a certain size will never undergo large-scale silicate
elting, as there is not enough energy, even from the decay of all their

hort-lived radioisotopes to heat the body to a sufficient temperature
o melt. Depending on the level of enrichment in a given planetary
ystem, as well as the time at which a given planetesimal forms, the
inimum size for large-scale melting and iron core formation varies.
onsidering a system-averaged epoch of planetesimal formation, the

implest possible model would be to consider that all planetesimals
n a planetary system enriched abo v e a critical level, x crit , form an
ron core, whilst no planetesimals in a system enriched below this
evel form an iron core. This can be justified, first, as in order to be
etected, white dwarfs tend to accrete planetary bodies significantly
arger than the limit and secondly, as will be shown, the transition
ccurs o v er a small range of planetesimal radii. 
In order to find the minimum radius for differentiation in the

resence of short-lived radioisotopes, R SLR ( x , t ), we follow the
ethod of Lichtenberg et al. ( 2016b , 2021 ). In these models, a

ingle planetesimal is simulated using a 2D fluid dynamical model
Gerya & Yuen 2007 ) with an initial enrichment level x of 26 Al and
 fixed radius. The composition of the planetesimals is assumed
o be chondritic, melting and deformation of the rock are self-
onsistently evolved. In Fig. 2 , the simulation results from 700
ingle-planetesimal simulations are linearly interpolated on the x -
 grid. To derive the fraction of each planetesimal body that
ndergoes metal–silicate differentiation during the decay of 26 Al,
e conserv ati vely assume that core formation only occurs for parts
f the planetesimal that melt beyond the disaggregation treshold of
ilicate rocks ( > 40 per cent), when molten Fe or Fe–S droplets rain
ut from the internal magma ocean. 
Fig. 2 shows that for 26 Al enrichment levels � 0.38 26 Al � no

lanetesimals of any size will differentiate. Abo v e that lev el, as one
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ould expect, as the level of enrichment, x , increases the radius
equired to differentiate decreases. Fig. 2 shows that all bodies abo v e
0 km in radius will form an iron core at 26 Al �, whilst all bodies
bo v e 50 km will form an iron core at 0.38 26 Al �. Thus, a good
odel for the behaviour seen here is that all planetesimals in system

nriched abo v e, x crit = 0.38 26 Al �, form an iron core, if the sizes of
odies considered are larger than ∼ 50 km . We return to this point in
ection 4.4.3 . 
These models are run for Solar system-like conditions where 

6 Al is the dominant radioactive heating source at these times. If in
ther systems other radioisotopes, such as 60 Fe, replace 26 Al as the 
ominant source of heating then x crit simply represents the equi v alent
bundance. If a different short-lived radioisotope was dominant it 
ight affect timing slightly, due to half-life differences, but not the 
 v erall picture. 
This means that in exoplanetary systems with enrichment levels 

elow x crit , only the largest planetary bodies form an iron core. In
hose systems that are enriched abo v e the critical lev el ( x > x crit ),
ll planetary bodies that form sufficiently early are enriched. With 
 single averaged epoch of planet formation, this implies that either 
ll planetary bodies form an iron core or just the largest. This step
unction can be seen in Fig. 1 (a) and can be expressed as 

 ( x) = 

{
f ne , if x < x crit ( t) 
1 , x > x crit ( t) . 

(6) 

ere, we define 

 crit ( t) = x crit e 
t/τSLR , (7) 

he amount of enrichment in the system initially so as to differentiate
odies formed at a later time t , when the heating produced by ra-
ioisotopes will have decreased due to decay. f ne denotes the fraction 
f bodies that are differentiated in systems with no enrichment and 
s calculated by considering the size distribution. 

.2.3 Size distribution 

e assume the fraction of white dwarfs that accrete core–mantle 
ifferentiated planetary bodies (or fragments of them) to be simply 
he fraction of planetesimals in the belt that are core–mantle differ-
ntiated. This can be calculated by considering the size distribution, 
epicted in Fig. 3 . Planetesimals larger than R acc al w ays form an iron
ore. If the planetary system is sufficiently enriched in short-lived 
adioisotopes, planetesimals abo v e R SLR also form an iron core. Thus,
he number of planetesimals larger than these limits as a function 
f the size distribution is key to this model. This size distribution
ncorporates both the size distribution of planetary bodies scattered 
n to white dwarfs and the size distribution of planetary bodies when
he y initially formed. F or simplicity, the size distribution is assumed
o be a power law of the form 

 ( R) ∝ R 

−q , (8) 

here the index q is essentially a free parameter. If the system is in
ollisional equilibrium, q ∼ 3.5. The size distribution produced by 
he streaming instability is slightly shallower ( q = 2.8, Simon et al.
016 ). The present-day asteroid belt has q ≈ 4.5 abo v e 60 km in
adius and hot Kuiper belt objects q ≈ 5–6 (Fraser et al. 2014 ).
f runaway growth were to dominate the size distribution, with 
o subsequent collisional evolution, it is plausible that the size 
istribution could be as steep as q ∼ 6 (e.g. Kokubo & Ida 1996 ;
akino et al. 1998 ). For probing reasonable end-member scenarios 

f planetary growth in inner planetary systems, we proceed with 
alues for q of 3 and 6. 
.3 The mean fraction of core–mantle differentiated 

lanetesimals 

s all planetesimals in planetary systems enriched abo v e a level,
 crit , are assumed to form an iron (equation 6 ), the mean fraction of
lanetesimals that form an iron core across all exoplanetary systems, 
iven by the integral in equation ( 2 ), can now be expressed as 

 mean = 

∫ x crit ( t) 

x= 0 
P ( x) f ne d x + 

∫ ∞ 

x= x crit ( t) 
P ( x) × 1 d x. (9) 

f we define 

 e ( t) = 

∫ ∞ 

x= x crit ( t) 
P ( x )d x (10) 

hen, using the fact that, by definition, 
∫ ∞ 

x= 0 P ( x)d x = 1, 

 mean = (1 − P e ( t)) f ne + P e ( t) . (11) 

his very simple equation incorporates the important principles for 
his work. First, there are two contributing sources to the total
umber of differentiated bodies in systems: those due to large bodies
ith sufficient energy from accretion (first term) and those due to

adioactive decay (second term). Second, the exact form of P ( x )
s no longer crucial; it is now the probability of a system being
nriched abo v e the critical value, P e ( t ), that is important. Third, the
ime of planetesimal formation is crucial. If planets (planetesimals) 
ormed later, then the probability that there was sufficient short- 
ived radioisotope enrichment at the birth of the system to drive
ifferentiation is lower (equations 7 and 10 ), and thus, there will be
ewer planetesimals with an iron core. 

The de generac y between heating due to gravitational potential 
nergy and heating due to the decay of short-lived radioisotopes 
s visualized in Fig. 4 . The same mean fraction ( f mean ) occurs for
ifferent combinations of f ne and P e ( t ). 
MNRAS 515, 395–406 (2022) 
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Figure 4. Plot of the mean differentiation fraction of systems f mean as a 
function of the probability that a system is enriched about the critical level, 
P e , for different levels of differentiation with no enrichment, f ne (colours). 
f ne for each colour is given by the intercept with the y -axis. The arrows 
demonstrate how this plot can be used to infer P e with knowledge of f mean 

(e.g. from WDs) and f ne (e.g. from knowledge of the initial size distribution 
of planets). 
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.4 Linking the fraction of bodies that are differentiated to 
heir sizes 

ssuming the size distribution in Section 2.2.3 then 

 ne = 

∫ R max 

R acc 
r −q d r ∫ R max 

R min 
r −q d r 

= 

1 − ( R max /R acc ) q−1 

1 − ( R max /R min ) q−1 
, (12) 

here both the numerator and denominator are ne gativ e since q > 1.
nserting this into equation ( 11 ) and rearranging yields 

 min = R max / 

( 

1 − 1 − P e 

f mean − P e 

( 

1 −
(

R max 

R acc 

)q−1 
) ) 

1 
q−1 

(13) 

his, as expected, is undefined for R max ≤ R acc , i.e. where f ne = 0.
t is also invalid for f mean ≤ P e , as such a solution clearly cannot
olve equation ( 11 ). Plots of f mean as a function of R max and R min 

or some different values of q and P e ( t ) are shown in Fig. 5 . This
emonstrates the intrinsic de generac y of R min and R max . The upper
nd lower bounds of the distribution (Fig. 3 ) can be squeezed or
tretched while giving the same fraction. 

Taking R max → ∞ allows this interdependence to be remo v ed: 

 min → R acc 

(
f mean − P e 

1 − P e 

) 1 
q−1 

≡ R 

∞ 

min (14) 

his means that the dependence of R min on P e can be seen more
asily in a single figure (Fig. 6 ). Furthermore, we would expect the
argest planets to be much larger than the smallest. Importantly, it is
lso the lowest possible value R min can be, which will be helpful in
nterpretation. 
NRAS 515, 395–406 (2022) 
.5 Summary and use of our model 

e have now explained the logic in our model that links the level of
nrichment by short-lived radioisotopes in forming planetary systems
o the frequency of iron core formation in rocky bodies. The model
ssumes that there is a distribution of short-lived radioisotopes across
xoplanetary systems (Fig. 1 b). In planetary systems with enrichment
bo v e a critical level, x crit , which is all rocky planetary bodies con-
idered here, and that form sufficiently early, an iron core will form
Fig. 1 a). In those planetary systems where rocky planetary bodies
orm later ( t form 

� 1–2 Myr), a lower fraction of them will form an iron
ore. In all planetary systems, including those with no enrichment ( x
 x crit ), the largest planetary bodies (Plutos) will form an iron core
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Figure 6. Contours of the mean differentiation fraction of systems, f mean , 
as a function of the minimum size of bodies, R 

∞ 

min , and the probability that 
a system has enrichment abo v e a critical le vel, P e ( t ). Dif ferent panels show 

different slopes of the size distribution, q , the values of which are motivated in 
Section 2.2.3 . The black dotted and dashed lines mark the curves for 4 per cent 
and 66 per cent referenced in Section 3.2 . 

Figure 7. Three different distributions of the fraction of systems that are 
differentiated o v er all systems that give the same mean of f mean = 60 per cent . 
Bars show the simple picture described in our model, while the curves 
represent pictorially, what might happen when inter-system variation is 
included (Section 4.4 ). In green, large bodies are common, and enrichment is 
uncommon in the white dwarf pollutant population, meaning all systems have 
the same differentiation fraction. In blue is the other extreme, where for un- 
enriched systems no bodies are differentiated, and f mean is entirely generated 
through fully differentiated systems. Orange shows an intermediate case. 
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ue to gravitational potential energy alone. The fraction of planetary 
odies in a given system that are sufficiently large, f ne , is a function
f the size distribution, and can either be considered in detail (as in
ection 2.4 ) or used itself as a parameter (as in equation 11 , Figs 1 a
nd 4 ), which can vary from 0 to some (small) fraction. The product
f the enrichment probability (b) and the distribution of formation 
imes and the fraction of planetary bodies that are Plutos (a), gives
he distribution o v er all systems (c), which is potentially bimodal. 

The white dwarf observations sample the mean fraction ( f mean )
f planetary bodies forming an iron core across all exoplanetary 
ystems. If the fraction of bodies that would be differentiated in non-
nriched systems, f ne , i.e. Plutos, can be estimated, then Fig. 4 (and
qui v alently equation 11 ) can be used to estimate the probability
f enrichment, as demonstrated by the black arrows. In the example
hown in Fig. 4 , we have taken 66 per cent of systems to be recording
ccretion of differentiated material and the differentiation proportion 
f bodies in unenriched systems to be 40 per cent; from this we
an infer that ∼ 43 per cent systems were enriched with short-lived 
adioisotopes in their early history . Alternatively , P e ( t ) might instead
e calculated through modelling or observations of star-forming 
e gions (e.g. P arker 2020 ; Reiter 2020 ) and used in combination
ith f mean to predict f ne . An identical principle can be applied to

quation ( 13 ) (Fig. 5 ) and equation ( 14 ) (Fig. 6 ). 

.6 Ar e differ entiated bodies due to Plutos or due to isotope 
nrichment? 

ocky bodies with an iron core observed polluting white dwarfs may
ave differentiated due to having received a large amount of energy
rom accretion or through radioactive decay, as seen in equation ( 11 )
nd Fig. 4 . Without kno wing ho w large the original body was, there
s no way of distinguishing between these two scenarios, particularly 
n the case of polluted white dwarfs, where the white dwarf has
ikely accreted a small fragment of a parent planetary body that was
riginally significantly larger. 
The same mean fraction of rocky bodies that form an iron core

 f mean ) can therefore occur in two ways. First, a size distribution
ould be skewed to large planetary bodies (low q ). Secondly, a
lanetary system could have a higher level of enrichment (high 
 ). Equations ( 13 ), ( 14 ), and Fig. 6 quantify the size range of
arent bodies that would have to be sampled, assuming a power-
aw size distribution, in order to produce an observed f mean , given
 certain probability of short-lived radioisotope enrichment, P e ( t ).
f one is to not attribute most of the differentiation to short-lived
adioisotope heating, one has to be sampling large bodies with 
adii of hundreds of kms. One can see this in Fig. 6 : for a given
ean differentiation fraction (coloured curves) it tends towards the 

robability of enrichment abo v e the critical enrichment – i.e. the
urves are close to vertical in the bottom region of the diagram
pproaching the horizontal-axis. 

Another demonstration of this can be seen in Fig. 7 . The same
alue of f mean can be generated by different combinations of systems
ith high or low numbers of differentiated bodies. 

 L I N K I N G  W H I T E  DWA R F  O B S E RVAT I O N S  

O  E X O P L A N E T  E N R I C H M E N T  LEVELS  

.1 Polluted white dwarf constraints on core–mantle 
ifferentiation 

he best observational signature of core–mantle differentiation in 
xo-asteroids comes from the composition of planetary material 
MNRAS 515, 395–406 (2022) 
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ccreted by white dwarfs. Whilst most white dwarfs have accreted
rimitiv e, rock y material, whose abundances lie within a small
ange around solar (Jura & Young 2014 ; Harrison, Bonsor &

adhusudhan 2018 ), the material in the atmospheres of some white
warfs e xhibits e xtreme differences between the abundances of
iderophile (Fe, Ni, Cr) and lithophile (Ca, Mg, Si) species. Some
ompositions have been found to be inconsistent with primitive
ock, and are better explained as fragments of planetary cores or
antles. 
Ideally, to determine how often exo-asteroids form an iron core,

n unbiased sample is required. Even within the Solar system (i.e.
he meteorite collection) such an unbiased sample does not exist
Mezger, Sch ̈onb ̈achler & Bouvier 2020 ; Burkhardt et al. 2021 ). For
xoplanetary systems the task is even harder. Polluted white dwarfs
ample a selection of asteroids that were scattered inwards from outer
lanetary systems. Whilst the scattering process is unlikely to be
ignificantly biased towards the core–mantle status of a planetesimal,
here are significant observational biases in any sample of polluted
hite dwarfs. The 202 white dwarfs from Hollands et al. ( 2017 ) and
ollands, G ̈ansicke & Koester ( 2018 ) analysed in Harrison et al.

 2021 ) provide a sample that were selected in a uniform manner
nd have SDSS spectra with similar (although not the same) S/N.
o we ver, the colour cuts used to select these white dwarfs potentially

ntroduce biases towards particular abundances (see Harrison et al.
021 ). Harrison et al. ( 2021 ) find 8/202 (4 per cent) to have accreted
ore-rich fragments to > 3 σ . 

It is easier to probe core–mantle differentiation when several
idereophile and several lithophile species are detected, compared
o the three elements detected for the majority of white dwarfs
n Hollands et al. ( 2017 , 2018 ). Ho we ver, whilst a sample of 42
hite dwarfs with > 5 elements can be collated (e.g. Buchan et al.
022 ), these white dwarfs were not selected in any uniform manner,
or observed in a similar manner. None the less, Buchan et al.
 2022 ) find that 16/42 (40 per cent) of these white dwarfs show
vidence for core or mantle-rich compositions, suggesting that the
raction of core–mantle differentiated white dwarf pollutants could
e significantly higher, with many core-rich fragments not identified
rom the abundances of only Ca, Mg, and Fe in the Hollands et al.
 2017 , 2018 ) sample. 

It is important to note that differentiation is only evident in
olluted white dwarfs when they have accreted a core- or mantle-rich
ragments: a differentiated body that is wholly accreted to the white
warf, with the exception of possible volatile element loss, will have
he same composition as a primitive undifferentiated object. As a
esult, the observed core- and mantle-rich fragments may only be
he extreme tails of a larger distribution, such that the real fraction
f core–mantle differentiated white dwarf pollutants is significantly
bo v e the observ ed fraction. This would be the case if white dwarf
ollutants sample the results of many collisions between core–mantle
ifferentiated planetesimals (Marcus et al. 2009 ; Bonsor et al. 2015 ).
his distribution would then contain many planetesimals with core
ass fractions close to initial values, such that the composition of

he entire fragment is the same as that of a primitive body (Bonsor
t al. 2020 ). Bonsor et al. ( 2020 ) use the 203 white dwarfs from the
ollands et al. ( 2017 , 2018 ) sample to estimate that more than two

hirds, if not all, planetesimals accreted from white dwarfs are the
ragments of parent bodies that formed an iron core. 

To summarize, the observations cannot yet provide a definitive
nswer as to how commonly exoplanetesimals are differentiated.
o we ver, fraction of core–mantle differentiated white dwarf pollu-

ants is at least 4 per cent, most likely tens of per cent and could even
e as high as two-thirds. 
NRAS 515, 395–406 (2022) 
.2 Polluted white dwarf constraints on enrichment with 

hort-li v ed radionuclides 

 or an y inference about the lev el of core–mantle differentiation
cross exoplanetary systems, there is a de generac y between white
warf pollution occurring from the accretion of large planetary bodies
 > Pluto) or high levels of short-lived radioisotope enrichment. The
onserv ati ve estimate (see Section 3.1 ) of at least 4 per cent of
xoplanetary bodies accreted by white dwarfs being the fragment
f core–mantle differentiated planetesimals, can in principle be
 xplained by v ery lo w le vels of short-li ved radioisotope enrichment
cross exoplanetary systems. Ho we ver, this applies only if the
opulation of planetary bodies accreted by white dwarfs samples
 size distribution with minimum radius of � 300 km (Fig. 6 , dotted
ine) and those individual white dwarfs with core- or mantle-rich
ompositions accreted fragments of Pluto or larger sized bodies.
his would mean that all white dwarfs accreted bodies on the order
f the largest asteroids (e.g. Vesta, Pallas). 
Alternatively, if the higher estimate that at least two-thirds of

lanetary bodies in WDs are differentiated is closer to the true
nderlying distribution of the observations (Bonsor et al. 2020 ), one
educes from Fig. 6 (black dashed line) that unless the proportion
f enriched systems is abo v e ∼ 50 per cent then the smallest bodies
n WDs must be � 1000 km . Considering that the largest body in
he asteroid belt, Ceres, is only ∼ 470 km (Park et al. 2016 ), this
eems implausibly large as a minimum size of white dwarf pollutant.
herefore, a high estimate of the fraction of differentiated bodies
upports short-lived radioisotope enrichment scenarios in which a
ignificant fraction of planetary systems are enriched, of the order of
ens of per cent. 

It is also worth noting that our estimate for the radius at
hich planetesimals can differentiate due to gravitational en-

rgy is likely a lower limit (Section 2.2.1 ). Were it higher,
he minimum radius of white dwarf pollutant progenitors would
lso have to increase, making the sizes required even more
mplausible. 

.3 How commonly are exoplanetary systems enriched by 
hort-li v ed radionuclides? 

or this section, we focus on the knowledge of the prevalence of 26 Al
ince it made the most significant contribution to radiogenic heating
n the early Solar system, and has thus been the most studied. We
ill return to a broader picture of short-lived radioisotope heating at

he end of the section. 
The enrichment of the Solar system with 26 Al has often been

ttributed to supernovae or AGB stars, but more recently mass-
oss from the winds of massive (generally Wolf–Rayet) stars have
ained interest. Wolf–Rayet (WR) stars offer a promising origin
or the Solar system specifically, because supernovae produce an
 v erabundance of the short-li ved radioisotope 60 Fe relati ve to the
olar system (Gaidos et al. 2009 ; Gounelle & Meynet 2012 ), although
ncertainties in production and incorporation rates are large enough
or supernovae not to be excluded (Adams, Fatuzzo & Holden
014 ; Lichtenberg, P arker & Me yer 2016a ). Incorporation into the
lanetary system can be either through injection into the molecular
loud that went on to form the Solar system (e.g. Cameron & Truran
977 ; Kuffmeier et al. 2016 ; Boss 2019 for supernovae; Gaidos
t al. 2009 ; Gounelle & Meynet 2012 ; Dwarkadas et al. 2017 for
R stars) or later to the protoplanetary disc (e.g. Che v alier 2000 ;

ichtenberg et al. 2016a for superno vae; Porte gies Zwart 2019 for
oth). 
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Each mechanism has a different probability of Solar system enrich- 
ent levels. Gounelle ( 2015 ) suggest ∼ 1 per cent of systems should 

ave enrichment of 26 Al above Solar system levels, by considering the 
hances of a finding cluster with appropriate properties (though see 
arker & Dale 2016 , about the triggering hypothesis), while Portegies 
wart ( 2019 ) estimates there to be only 36 000 Solar system-like
ystems in the Milky Way, through arguments about the rate that 
ystems will form under their proposed scenario. 

Alternatively, 26 Al could, in fact, be common in star-forming 
egions. Local (Vasileiadis, Nordlund & Bizzarro 2013 ; Kuffmeier 
t al. 2016 ; Young 2014 , 2016 ) and Galactic-scale (Fujimoto,
rumholz & Inutsuka 2020 ) hydrodynamical models of star-forming 

egions suggest sufficient mixing of isotopes produced by SNe 
nd WR stars alongside new star/planetary system formation, even 
hough so far none of these models can reproduce the relative 
ractions of all rele v ant isotope systems (Lugaro et al. 2018 ; Diehl
t al. 2021 ). Observ ational e vidence from gamma rays produced in
6 Al decay suggests that star-forming regions retain 26 Al beyond 
ts half-life meaning it is replenished by multiple sources (Reiter 
020 ; F orbes, Alv es & Lin 2021 ). In this case, the probability of
nrichment is linked to whether a star formed in a sufficiently dense
luster. Reiter ( 2020 ) estimate that ∼ 25 per cent of systems are 
nriched in 26 Al to a similar level as the Solar system, based on this
rgument. 

We have focused on 26 Al, ho we ver, any short-li ved radioisotope
ust be produced by a relatively recent stellar event, either a super-

ova or in a massive star, thus the arguments of there needing to be
hance encounters or mixing in star-forming regions to supply short- 
ived radioisotopes apply more broadly. A possible adjustment to the 
odelling would be if supernovae were to contribute significantly to 
 system’s short-lived radioisotope inventory: in this case 60 Fe, will 
ecome an important source of heat due to its lack of production in
R winds (Woosley & Heger 2007 ; Gaidos et al. 2009 ), although it

s unlikely to entirely change the picture. 

.4 Summary of obser v ational constraints 

he white dwarf observations point towards a minimum of 4 per cent
f exoplanetary systems having exoplanetesimals that differentiated 
o form an iron core and plausibly a significantly higher fraction, 
f the order of tens of per cent. Whilst these observations could in
rinciple be explained by the accretion of large (Pluto or bigger) 
lanetary bodies, where gravitational potential energy alone fuelled 
he large-scale melting, the models presented here show that this 
ould require all white dwarfs to be polluted by large asteroids, as
ell as Plutos to exist in many exoplanetesimal belts. Ho we ver,

he observ ational e vidence is against the existence of Plutos in
ost exoplanetesimal belts, including our own asteroid belts (see 

iscussion in Section 4.1 ), meaning it is unlikely that a large
roportion of the core–mantle differentiation can be attributed to 
arge bodies. As the white dwarf observations point towards tens of
er cent of exoplanetesimals forming iron cores, it is more likely that
 significant fraction (tens of per cent) of exoplanetary systems were 
nriched in short-lived radioisotopes. This in turn, points towards 
 ubiquitous pathway to short-lived radioisotope enrichment across 
he Galaxy. Whilst there is insufficient evidence to categorically 
ule out chance-encounter mechanisms for enrichment, such as 
ingle supernovae in low- to mid-sized star-forming regions, this 
ork suggests that these mechanisms are not sufficiently efficient 

t enriching exoplanetary systems to explain the full population, as 
ampled by white dwarfs. 
 DI SCUSSI ON  

his work presents an analytical framework that links observations 
f core- or mantle-rich material in the atmospheres of white dwarfs
o the level of enrichment by short-lived radioisotopes across exo- 
lanetary systems. This model relies on the interpretation of state- 
f-the-art observations to estimate the fraction of bodies accreted 
y white dwarfs that are fragments of core–mantle differentiated 
lanetary bodies. Such inferences will become more reliable in the 
uture. Current estimates point towards a significant fraction (tens 
f per cent) of exoplanetary systems being enriched in short-lived 
adioisotopes, which in turn points towards ubiquitous mechanisms 
or short-lived radioisotope enrichment, rather than chance encoun- 
ers with supernova, WR stars, or isolated AGB stars. The most
ignificant caveats to this conclusion are the reliability of the white
warf observations and whether all core- or mantle-rich white dwarf 
ollutants could indeed be fragments of planetary bodies sufficiently 
arge that gravitational potential energy alone could lead to enough 
eating to form an iron core. 

.1 Could the white dwarf pollutants be large? 

 ke y de generac y e xists, whereby, if those white dwarf pollutants
hat exhibit signatures of core- or mantle-rich material are in fact
arge planetary bodies, or indeed fragments of large planetary bodies, 
here is no need to invoke short-lived radioisotopes as gravitational 
otential energy alone can fuel the large-scale melting and core 
ormation (see detailed discussion in Section 2.6 ). Whilst this is
lausible, particularly if the fraction of white dwarfs with core- or
antle-rich compositions is low, it is important to ask the question

f whether such large bodies ( R � 300 km ) exist often enough in
lanetesimal belts. Whilst the Kuiper belt clearly contains a number 
f Pluto-sized objects, such bodies are rare in the asteroid belt
nd there is evidence from the decay of infrared emission with
ime in debris discs around A stars (Wyatt et al. 2007 ), and the

ass budgets, compared to planet-forming discs (Krivov & Wyatt 
021 ) that suggests that such large bodies do not exist in most
lanetesimal belts. Furthermore, to produce core-rich fragments of 
hese objects they must have undergone a major collision with a
imilarly high-mass object, which makes them being the origin of 
he differentiation signatures more unlikely. Thus, whilst we cannot 
ule out that a small fraction of white dwarfs are indeed polluted
y planetary bodies sufficiently large to form an iron core without
hort-lived radioisotope enrichment, this is unlikely to explain a large 
tens of per cent) fraction of white dwarfs with core- or mantle-rich
ompositions. 

On the other hand it is possible that even if such disruptions are
are they could generate a large amount of material, allowing higher
roportions of core-rich fragments to be observ ed. To inv estigate this
urther detailed consideration of the dynamics and collision physics 
ould need to be considered. 
In principle, estimating the size of a white dwarf pollutant is

ossible on the basis of its geochemistry alone. Buchan et al.
 2022 ) showed that the pressure-dependence of element partition- 
ng between core and mantle during differentiation can provide a 
ompositional fingerprint of the size of a body. To apply this to white
warfs requires high-precision measurements of elements such as 
r and Ni, which exist only for a few systems at present. In future

hough, the method described in Buchan et al. ( 2022 ) offers a route
o ruling in or out the accretion of planet-sized objects on a system-
y-system basis. 
MNRAS 515, 395–406 (2022) 
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.2 Reliability of the white dwarf obser v ations and prospects 
or the future 

 key limitation of this work is the existence of sufficiently large,
nbiased, sets of polluted white dwarfs, where a sufficient number
f elements are detected in sufficiently high S/N spectra that the
bundances can be accurately constrained. 

Another important limitation is the interpretation of the observed
bundances in white dwarfs. First, it is possible to alter abundances
hrough differential sinking times, so careful modelling of how the
b undances ev olve is required (e.g. Harrison et al. 2018 ). Addition-
lly, mantle-rich material is difficult to distinguish from material that
xperienced heating and the loss of moderately volatile species, as
oth have ele v ated Ca/Fe ratios (see section 3.3 of Harrison et al.
021 ). 
Furthermore, often the quality of the data is insufficient to be

ertain that the pollutant is non-primitiv e. F or instance, Harrison et al.
 2021 ) find that 68/202 WD abundances in their sample (Hollands
t al. 2017 , 2018 ) are best explained by core-rich fragments, yet
or only 8 is this conclusion statistically significant ( > 3 σ ), reducing
heir estimate to 4 per cent. This is mostly due to degeneracies in
nterpreting abundances derived from low S/N data, where for most
hite dwarfs only three elements were detected in the photosphere.
ignificantly better inferences can be made for white dwarfs where
any elements are detected, but biases, some of which are unre-

olv ed, e xist in the full sample currently available. 
While Hollands et al. ( 2017 , 2018 ) is unbiased in its selection

riteria, it is a sample of only He dominated DZ white dwarfs. The
arge convection zones of these white dwarfs result in relatively long
inking times ∼ 1 × 10 5 –1 × 10 6 yr (Hollands et al. 2018 ) meaning
he material in the white dwarf atmospheres can sample multiple
ccretion events, which results in the largest recently accreted body
ominating. This means the sample may preferentially include larger
bjects. Since it is the size of objects in the initial population that
s required to explain significant differentiation, not the size of
he actual objects accreted to the white dwarf atmospheres, it is
ot immediately obvious how this bias affects our conclusions. On
he one hand large pollutants might have to have been fragments
f large progenitors, thus we would expect to be preferentially
ampling large differentiated planets, not smaller planets that require
adioactive decay to differentiate. This argument depends on how the
ragmentation of the planets occurs. On the other hand, preferentially
ampling larger bodies may make it even more unlikely to detect
ore-rich fragments, as they are necessarily smaller, increasing the
nferred initial amount of differentiation further. Were this the case it
ay be more necessary to appeal to short-lived radioisotopes, when

ollowing through the arguments in the rest of this work. More careful
nalysis, considering the balance between rarity of large bodies and
heir longevity in the atmospheres, is required to fully resolve this
ias. 
Fortunately, the future prospects for improving our knowledge of

he fraction of white dwarf pollutants that are core or mantle-rich
re good, with large surv e ys such as WEAVE, 4-MOST, DESI, and
DSS-V providing spectra of Gaia detected white dwarfs. Not only
ill the number of systems observed increase, but the biases in the

amples will be better understood, such that, with care in interpreting
he observations, the true population can be more tightly constrained.

.3 Implications for exoplanets 

s outlined in the introduction, heating by short-lived radionuclides
as profound implications for the geophysical and geochemical
NRAS 515, 395–406 (2022) 
volution of planetary objects during accretion. Specifically, its
mpact on the bulk volatile mass budget has the potential to rewrite
ur current understanding of volatile inheritance, which is largely
ased on distance to the central star. If present in a large fraction
f exoplanetary systems, as suggested by our inferences in this
ork, this introduces radionuclide-driven internal heating as a first-
rder factor that distinguishes Solar system-like planetary systems
rom others, which would be reflected in the Galactic exoplanet
opulation. Systems heated by short-lived radionuclides would tend
o form drier, and hence smaller exoplanets than their not-enriched
ounterparts (Lichtenberg et al. 2019 ). For not-enriched systems
his bears the potential for very high water mass fractions up to
everal wt per cent of their bulk mass (Kuchner 2003 ; L ́eger et al.
004 ). The concentration of water in particular has the effect of
xidizing planetary materials, which can decrease the propensity of
ully fledged planets to form iron cores (Elkins-Tanton & Seager
008 ). 
At present day, mature exoplanetary systems are probed only for

hort-period orbits and pre v alently larger planets. Among super-
arths, the oxidation state of their surfaces and potential secondary
tmospheres (Kite & Schaefer 2021 ; Lichtenberg 2021 ; Liggins
t al. 2021 ) and the melting state of planetary interiors (Dorn &
ichtenberg 2021 ) may yield clues on the pre v alence of volatile de-

ivery and desiccation mechanisms among planetary systems, which
re ultimately linked to the distribution of short-lived radionuclides
cross these systems. Additionally, observations of sub-Neptunes
ay be able to distinguish between water-enriched and water-poor

lanetary interiors (Hu et al. 2021 ; Tsai et al. 2021 ). In the upcoming
ears, detailed inferences from select exoplanets (JWST, ELTs) and
opulation statistics from transit surv e ys (e.g. TESS, PLATO) may
hus be used to build a bridge from our understanding of planetary
ccretion to mature exoplanet systems using the inferences we
ave presented here in this work. A high fraction of short-lived
adionuclide-enriched planetary systems predicts that the internal
eating during planetary accretion would be imprinted into the
lanetary bulk volatile distribution of small exoplanets, with a
oderate proportion ( ∼10s per cent) of systems being enriched

nd hence dry, and the others being not significantly enriched
nd hence more volatile-rich. Ultimately, this suggests a qualitative
ichotomy between short-lived radioisotope enriched and potentially
abitable, and drowned, not-enriched exoplanetary systems. Large-
cale space-based direct imaging surv e ys will be necessary to probe
hese distributions for terrestrial-like exoplanets on orbits beyond the
unaway greenhouse threshold (LUVOIR Team 2019 ; Gaudi et al.
020 ; Quanz et al. 2021 ). 

.4 Limitations 

.4.1 Timing of planetesimal formation 

he timing of planetesimal formation is crucial, as short-lived
adioisotopes, decay substantially o v er typical planet formation time-
cales. 26 Al decays exponentially with a half-life of 0.72 Myr,
uch that planetesimals in systems with a Solar system-like initial
nrichment level that form after 1 Myr are no longer sufficiently
nriched to form an iron core. In this simple model, all planetesimals
re assumed to form at a single epoch. Under this simplification,
e predict either one or two distinct populations. Either no systems

re enriched (or all planetesimals form late) meaning all systems
ave the same level of differentiation (green bar in Fig. 7 ). Al-
ernatively, only some systems are differentiated, meaning there is
 population of systems where all bodies are differentiated, and a
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opulation where fewer bodies are differentiated (orange and blue 
ars in Fig. 7 ). 
Planetesimal formation clearly continued o v er a significant time 

eriod in the Solar system; meteorite ages vary from CAIs to several
yr after CAIs (Kleine et al. 2020 ; Mezger et al. 2020 ) when

onsidering both the inner and outer Solar system. This results in 
opulations with different properties even within the same system 

Lichtenberg et al. 2021 , 2022 ). The assumption of a single epoch,
o we ver, bears out when only the mean fraction of planetary bodies
hat form an iron core, f mean , across all exoplanetary systems is
onsidered. If a distribution of formation times were to be considered, 
he strict delta function populations will be spread out (curves in 
ig. 7 ), and the fraction of bodies that are differentiated in enriched
ystems will be below 1 because some bodies formed early and some
ormed late. 

From an observational perspective, early planetesimal formation 
s fa v oured by inferences of the depletion of mm-sized dust grains in
LMA discs (Ansdell et al. 2017 ; Tychoniec et al. 2020 ). If planetes-

mals form preferentially during the first few hundred thousand years 
f planetary system formation, the time delay between enrichment 
ith short-lived radionuclides and planetesimal formation is of minor 

mportance. 
If there is any significant late formation, for instance if white 

warf pollutants preferentially sample wide orbit objects, ho we ver, 
t only strengthens our conclusions about the ubiquity of short-lived 
adioisotope enrichment: the later objects form the less they are 
nfluenced by radioactive decay, so enrichment must be even more 
ommon, or objects even larger, to explain observed differentiation. 

.4.2 The appropriate size distribution 

he conclusions presented here rely upon the size distribution of 
lanetesimals in exoplanetary systems. This size distribution reflects 
oth the distribution at formation and how material is drawn from
t to be scattered on to the white dwarf. Thus, by using a simple
ower law, we are simplifying the further dynamic evolution of the 
ystem. Detailed modelling of this is beyond the scope of this work,
nd indeed the size distribution likely varies between exoplanetary 
ystems, resulting in a system to system spread in the fraction of
odies with cores (Fig. 7 ). 
Here, we aim instead to capture the broader picture by considering 

anges in the parameters of the power-law size distribution. The slope 
f the power law, q , is less critical than the minimum and maximum
lanetesimal radii, as can be seen in Figs 5 and 6 . Since the model is
ept relatively simple, all we can infer is that regardless of q in order
o explain high mean differentiation fractions (e.g. ∼ 60 per cent ) 
ith low enrichment probabilities (e.g. ∼ 1 per cent ) one needs large 
odies ( � 300 km ). 
The values of q that we use are in agreement with current

redictions of the streaming instability (Li, Youdin & Simon 2019 ) 
nd birth size frequency distributions derived from the asteroid belt 
Delbo’ et al. 2017 ). 

.4.3 Validity of a critical enrichment value 

n our model, we use a critical value of the 26 Al enrichment level
bo v e which bodies differentiate. As explained in Section 2.2.2 this
s justified if we only consider bodies � 50 km . It is difficult to find
 priori estimates for the minimum sizes of white dwarf pollutants, 
ecause it requires modelling of the specific atmosphere and in most
ases the body is still accreting, meaning an estimate of the mass
n the atmosphere is only a minimum (although see discussion in
ection 4.1 ). Best estimates, using non-accreting scenarios (Harrison 
t al. 2021 ), are that the WD pollutants are � 80 km . Furthermore,
he bodies in WDs that show extreme abundances are potentially 
ragments of larger bodies (see Section 3.1 ). Thus it is likely that
ur assumption is justified. Ho we ver, if the white dwarf sample
oes have smaller minimum radii, it simply supports our conclusion 
hat short-lived radioisotope enrichment is common, because even 
igher enrichment would be required to explain the core–mantle 
ifferentiation if objects lower minimum radii ( R min ) are present. 

 C O N C L U S I O N S  

n the Solar system, the presence of short-lived radioisotopes, notably 
6 Al, fuelled the large-scale melting and formation of an iron core
n rocky planetesimals as small as ∼10 km. White dwarfs that
ave accreted planetary material provide an opportunity to study 
he formation of iron cores in exoplanetesimals and investigate 
hether exoplanetary systems are commonly enriched in short- 

ived radioisotopes. Here, we have shown that, if a large fraction
f white dwarfs have accreted the fragments of planetary bodies that
ifferentiated to form an iron core, these observations indicate that 
ither most white dwarfs accrete fragments of bodies Pluto-sized or 
arger, or that a large fraction of exoplanetary systems are enriched
ith short-lived radioisotopes. We argue that the latter is more likely,

s the low accretion rates and the rare dynamical pathways for moons
r minor planets render the chance of all white dwarf pollutants being
ufficiently large low. 

This would suggest that the Solar system is not unusual in
eing enriched in 26 Al and points towards a ubiquitous pathway 
eading to the enrichment of exoplanetary systems, rather than a 
are chance encounter with a single nearby supernova, WR, or AGB
tar. More detailed observations of differentiated material accreted 
n to polluted white dwarfs, modelling, and observations of star- 
orming regions, and observations of the bulk volatile distribution 
nd oxidation state of short-period, rocky exoplanets will reveal 
urther insights into this key question that separates Solar system 

nalogues from other exoplanetary systems. 
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